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Abstract

Online education programs are established in educational institutions, including primary schools. However, in eastern countries we need more research in comparing online and face-to-face classes across those schools. The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of different teaching methods (i.e. online and face-to-face classes) on students’ performance in English language subject that has been taught by the same instructor. A quantitative method is adopted to collect required data, and paired T-test is used to analyze the data. The sample of the research consists of 38 female students in sixth grade enrolled in English subject class in a primary school. It has been found that pupils enrolled in the online class have received higher grades scores than those who participated in the traditional section. Further, the article has provided further explanation, discussion, and a direction for future research.
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Introduction

Teaching has several purposes, and one of them is to bring a fundamental change across learners (Ambelu, 2011). To facilitate the process of knowledge transmission, teachers should apply appropriate teaching methods that suit specific objectives and outcomes (Hightower, Delgado, Lloyd, Wittenstein, Sellers & Swanson, 2011). Besides, learning techniques have to take into account souring conditions since each environment has its own circumstances such as age, gender, grade and so on. However, research on teaching and learning issues constantly endeavor to examine the extent to which different methods could enhance students’ learning and performance (Ganyaupfu, 2013).

Remarkably, poor academic achievement by students is basically linked to application of ineffective teaching techniques by teachers (Adunola, 2011). Research on the effectiveness of these methods indicates that the quality of teaching strategy is often reflected by the performance of learners; in other words, students’ outcomes are an index of applied methods quality. For instance, pupils have varied accomplishment once they were learned under different strategies. However, teachers need to be familiar with numerous educating approaches to choose appropriate ones that consist with environmental circumstances for achieving the desired and planned goals (Ganyaupfu, 2013; Adunola, 2011).
However, students’ academic performance is the outcome of such strategies and techniques, and it relies heavily on teaching methods that have been chosen by teachers. These approaches are often measured by examination or/and continuous assessment despite there is no general agreement on what is the best test or which aspects are important (Mingle & Adams, 2015). Cunningham and Cordeiro (2000) have asserted that achievement can be measured by assessment that should be grounded in authentic tasks to inform and improve outcomes. Therefore, teachers can introduce and apply different types of evaluations and methods to improve the accomplishment of the students (Jordanian Ministry of Education, 2004).

Besides, teachers can use flexible and different strategies weather face- to-face in the classroom or through online. However, learning objectives for online teaching differ than eye to eye technique because of the differences in student-student, student-content and student-instructor interactions. Hence, the measurement of those objectives should be differ as well. While the types of assessments (i.e. objective, subjective, performance, etc.) may be the same, the implementation, application and interpretation of the assessments are necessarily being different (Gray, Brown, Maki & Schulte 2013).

However, previous research has investigated how teaching methods affect students' outcomes (Ayeni, 2011), others have focused on subject matters (Adunola, 2011). Furthermore, Baradwaj and Pal (2011) have emphasized on students’ abilities differences. Others have examined face-to-face method and distance learning on the students’ achievements and they found contradictory results. For example, Allen, Bourhis, Burrell, and Mabry (2002) revealed that face-to-face strategy indicated high level of satisfaction on students' outcomes. On the other hand, Elfaki, Abdulraheem, and Abdulrahim (2019) found a positive significant difference in online learning on learners’ outcomes. But, Means, Toyama, Murphy, and Baki (2013) concluded that purely online learning has been equivalent to face-to-face instruction in effectiveness. Despite those contributions, there is a lack of knowledge regarding appropriate teaching methods that could enhance students’ achievement, mainly, across developing economies; particularly these economies have different abilities and tools to do so. Thus, we aim to compare the effectiveness of different teaching methods (i.e. online and face- to- face classes) on students’ performance.

Review of Literature

Academic Performance

Academic performance has been defined differently due to different views and contexts. For instance, it has been seen as the outcome of education, and the extent to which students, teachers and institutions have attained whether in short or/and long-term educational goals (Mingle & Adams, 2015). Performance in general relates to how well one does one's job (Bulach, Boothe, & Pickett, 2006). Bulach et al., (2006) state a person who performs effectively to achieve his/her objectives and results to the correct standard. According to Narad and Abdullah (2016) academic performance is the gained knowledge which is assessed by marks by a teacher and/or educational goals that have been set by students and teachers to be achieved over a specific period of time, which often a semester. Martha (2009) has emphasized on students’ examination, tests, and in a course work. Elfaki1, et al., (2019) have focused on what students have learned all the way throughout the course.
Academic outcomes are considered to be the centre around which the whole education system revolves. Narad and Abdullah (2016) pointed out that the learners’ achievement determines the success or failure of any academic institution. Singh, Malik & Singh (2016) also argued that students’ performance has a direct impact on the socio-economic development of a country. Similarly, Farooq, Chaudhry, Shafiq and Behanu (2011), asserted that the achievement serves as a bedrock for knowledge acquisition and the development of skills. Additionally, they emphasized that the top most priority of all educators is academic performance of pupils. And to do so, it has been used scores on tests, class work etc. to determine the competence of a student in a course. Gagne (1985) has suggested five main categories of learning outcomes, which are verbal information, intellectual skills, cognitive strategies, attitudes and motor skills. All these outcomes are important to the learning process and learning tasks which require the demonstration of learning outcomes.

**Comparing Online and Traditional Education**

Online education as it has been implemented over the past decade, and has improved over time according to several measures. These standards include providing access to education, offering education to a larger number of students, using more interactive and widely accessible technologies, besides, leading students to academic success on a wider range of achievement instruments (Dell, Hobbs & Miller, 2008). Therefore, it will be critical to continue research to monitor the authenticity of online learning and communicate criteria for effective online learning.

Online education is different from formal or traditional one. For example, in formal classroom settings, there is a direct relationship between teachers and students. Teachers teach in front of the class and become the center of the class. While in distance learning settings, the level of interactivity between lecturers and students is partly limited by the technology used (Besser, 1996). Teachers have to organize teaching materials and resources to be suitable for the content and format of distance learning (Beaudoin, 1990). Nykiel (1999) mentioned that this alternative teaching method requires an extra effort from teachers. However, to effectively explain via distance education methods, educators must plan, organize, rehearse, deliver, receive feedback, and start over. This method does not save instructors’ time merely, but it changes the way they spent time delivering the information to students and retain the teacher-student relationship (Groves, 2001). This type of learning involves teachers, students, and media, which are similar to a traditional teaching method despite the major difference is the presence of the teacher in the classroom.

In a comparative study, Horvitz (2007) examined the differences between traditional and online learning environments and argued that traditional learning environments are (a) bound by location and presence of instructor and student, (b) presented in real time, (c) controlled by an instructor and (d) are linear in teaching methods. Using evolving information and communication technologies, asynchronous communication and real-time information, online teaching and learning environments are unbound and dynamic. Online learning environments include diverse range of pedagogical practices and are often characterized by active learning student-centered pedagogical techniques (Barker, 2003; Browne, 2005).

**Methods of Teaching: Traditional Education vs. Online Education**
Teaching is a continuous process that involves bringing desirable changes in learners by using appropriate methods (Ayeni, 2011). Baradwaj and Pal (2011) sustained that teaching methods work effectively mainly if they suit students’ needs since every one of them interprets and responds to questions in a unique way (Chang, 2010). As such, alignment of teaching methods with their necessities and preferred learning expected to influence pupils’ academic attainments (Zeeb, 2004). However, strategies and methods are changing over time; mainly, in technological era. As a result, nowadays online education and distance techniques have become an alternative system to traditional lecture-style (Block, Udermann, Felix, Reineke & Murray, 2008). On the other hand, the traditional class room technique is also effective in improving academic grades and skills of students (Shahid & Shaikh, 2019).

**Traditional Education**

The traditional classroom (i.e. face-to-face learning system) is an instructional method when the instructors and the students are physically present in a certain place like a classroom while teaching and learning take place at the same time. It is the most traditional type of learning instruction (Elfaki et al., 2019). The most important component of classroom learning is the social and communicative interactions between students and a teacher; besides, student and student through conversation and discussion which lead to achieve the learning objectives (Ni, 2013). A study conducted by (Burdina, Krapotkina, & Nasyrova, 2019) revealed that student-teacher communication can help students to raise their academic performance and motivation. Wuensch, Aziz, Ozan, Kishore, and Tabrizi (2008) indicate that any instructional format has its own strengths and weaknesses. For example, Hurlbut, (2018) has compared students' progress in a face-to-face course compares to students’ performance in an online section. The research findings suggest that students enrolled in traditional class generally received slightly higher grades and assignment scores than those who participated in the online section. On the other hand, Demirci (2007) examine students' homework performance and physics grade points. The results show that the online homework group has poorer results on homework completion and overall performance than the traditional homework group. Despite those contributions, we need to know more about traditional method, particularly, in different context and culture. Thus, the study examines the effectiveness of traditional methods on the students' academic performance.

**Online Education**

Nowadays, the alternative method of classic teaching is online or distance education, which is defined as “providing instruction for students who are separated from the instructor by physical distance through the use of technology of electronic means.” (Partlow & Woods, 1996). Similarly, Volery and Lord (2000) have defined it as any approach that deliver education to replace the same time, same place, face to face environment of a traditional classroom. According to this definition, distance education can take many forms such as mail correspondence, open and closed circuit audio, video presentations, telephone communications, and the increasingly popular Internet. With these alternatives, students are able to attain education even if they far in distance from an educational institution (McLester, 2002), or when global pandemic spread like Covid 19. However, some scholars suggest that interaction in an online environment promotes student–centered learning, participation, and discussions than a traditional classroom setting does (Karayan & Crowe, 1997; Smith & Hardaker, 2000). On
contrast, Davies and Graff (2005) found that greater online interaction was not significantly associated with higher performance for students achieving passing grades.

According to Mehmood and Taswir (2013), the use of technologies such as social media networks and internet is one of the most important factors that can affect educational performance of students positively or adversely as well (Mingle & Adams, 2015). With the help of different networking applications such as WhatsApp and Facebook, people can easily communicate with others. Those applications have been used as teaching tools to improve pupils’ skills like writing, listening and speaking (Fattah, 2015; Awada, 2016; Justina, 2016; Alfaahadi, 2017; Saeedi, 2019), to increase understanding between teachers and students (Elhay & Hershkovitz, 2019; Najafi & Tridane, 2015; Rosenberg & Asterhan, 2018), as a result academic performance (Amry, 2014; Elhay & Hershkovitz, 2019).

Shahid and Shaikh (2019) have studied the effect of using WhatsApp as a teaching method to improve English language skills, and found that students performed better. Furthermore, using Facebook leads to a significant increase in students' knowledge, and encourages them to change their behavior patterns, and makes them more enthusiastic to participate in the learning process (Petrović, Petrović, Jeremić, Milenković & Cirović, 2012). Besides, there are many positive aspects of employing Facebook in foreign languages learning. It facilities the discussion board, emails and messaging can scaffold learners what they need in their cognitive development (Zainuddin, Abdullah & Downe, 2011). Hussain and Al-Ghoul (2015) have investigated the effectiveness of using Facebook on the English language achievement, and it has been found significant differences for the group studied by Facebook method and for students' cumulative average, and they believe that more studies are needed to evaluate its effectiveness. Means, Toyama, Murphy, Bakia, and Jones, (2010) resulted that classes with online learning produce stronger student learning outcomes than do classes with face-to-face instruction.

On the other hand, Mingle and Adams (2015) have revealed the negative effects when students have used WhatsApp such as poor grammar and spelling errors. Moreover, Kirschner and Karpinski (2010) have concluded that Facebook users reported having lower GPAs in comparison with learners that having traditional method. Further, other studies show equal or no difference when comparing virtual and face-to-face instructional models. For example, Wrenn (2015) has examined the effectiveness of instructional model on student achievement. The findings indicated that online instructional models were as effective as traditional instructional models. He has concluded that students performed equally well in online instruction as compared to traditional instruction. Also, Block, et al., (2008) have examined achievement and satisfaction in students who participated in an online or a traditional lecture based. Result has showed no significant differences were found between online and traditional courses in the regular course exams, and perceptions of the online course were positive. Besides, they found the online class was an acceptable alternative to a traditional lecture based class when achievement on exams was the primary and may be only outcome measure.

Although literature supports the conclusion that the online learning environment contributes to better achievement, these topics need more investigation deeply and broadly, mainly across Arab countries.
Research hypotheses

Based on the foregoing literature review, the purpose of this study is to compare the effectiveness of different teaching methods (i.e. online and face-to-face classes) on students’ performance. The following research hypotheses guided this study:

H1: There is a positive effect on a traditional teaching method on students' performance.

H2: There is a positive effect of online teaching method on students' performance.

H3: There is no significant difference between traditional and online teaching methods on students’ performance.

Methodology

Participants

The participants of the research consist of 38 female students aged 11 years old in grade six enrolled in English subject class during first and second semester 2019/2020, from Amoriya first primary school for girls in Jabal al-Nasir in Amman/Jordan.

Research Design

The research adopted a quantitative method strategy (Hurlbut, 2018), and it explains and predicts the relationship between the study variables (i.e. methods of teaching and academic performance). On the first and second semester teacher have been following the school curriculum on face to face classes for 4 months and on a distance basis for another 4 months. Students were assessed at the end of each month, and final term scores for both first and second semesters have been calculated.

Instrument

The instruments that have been employed in this study to collect data were developed by the course instructor, four monthly exams, class work assessment which based on certain criteria, and two final exams. The purpose of these instruments was to measure the performance of a group of students using different teaching methods, which are traditional and online learning techniques.

Procedures

A group of 38 female students in grade six studied at the first semester 7 units during four months received traditional teaching method (i.e. face to face method). And they have studied at the second semester different 7 units during four months received distance education, which is information via technology.

The main differences between the two strategies were the interaction between the students and instructor (face-to-face time with the instructor in the traditional course) and the use of online content (videos, and discussion on WhatsApp and Facebook). Further, tests and assignments were on Noor Space and Darsak which are platforms have been developed by Jordan ministry of Education. On distance learning the teacher used online videos, pictures to explain the content of
the lessons and to demonstrate the vocabularies. In addition, she used Google translate and tape to illustrate the pronunciation of the vocabularies and to listen to the lesson. Moreover, teacher sent the assignments weekly through WhatsApp and Noor Space platform such as read a paragraph and write an essay etc. Also, both Noor Space and Darsak were the platforms where students apply the exams. According to traditional face to face strategy, teacher use direct teaching, activity based learning, group work, pair work strategies to demonstrate the lessons using textbooks, cassette recorder, wall chart, chalkboard and flash cards. Besides, exams were held in the classroom with the teacher attendance.

Data collection

The researcher obtained access to all grades and assignments through the teacher’s bookmark for both the traditional and online versions of the course following the Jordanian ministry of education assessment and evaluation criteria which matching the learning-outcome of this study.

The academic year grades 2019/2020 for English language subject have been obtained for both two semesters, which are traditional and distance methods. Traditional and online scores were calculated by the monthly exams, class work (means performance assessments), and the final exam score of each semester.

The scores for both teaching methods are counted as 40% for the first and the second exams (the monthly exams), 20% is calculated for the third performance assessments (the class work), and 40% summed up for the final score (the final exam). The following information provides details regarding the two types of scores.

● Monthly exam scores for two months: The measurement of the monthly exam was based on paper-and-pencil in the first semester and online on the second semester. In both semesters, all students were required to take one exam per month. The score for the four monthly exams (two for the first semester and two for the second semester) counted as 20% of the final score of each exam.

● Performance assessments (class work): This is the third month assessment for both semesters. For the first semester, it is divided into speaking, listening, reading and writing skills criteria scores which counted as 5% to each skill per month. According to online course, the third month has different criteria: WhatsApp, homework, participation in WhatsApp activities, Noor space homework, and following the teacher’s instructions in online teaching scores counted as 5% to each criterion. So, the score for the class work counted as 20% of the final score for each semester.

● The final exam score: It is the end of each semester, and all students were required to take these exams. The first one was at end of term one in the classrooms, but the second one was at the end of term two online exams on Noor space and Darsak platforms. Table 1 illustrated the distribution of the marks during the academic year.
Table 1 Marks' Distribution during the academic year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First month evaluation</th>
<th>Second month evaluation</th>
<th>Third month evaluation (performance assessment)</th>
<th>Final exam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First semester</strong></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Speaking</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second semester</strong></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WhatsApp home work</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Participation in WhatsApp activities</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Noor space homework</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Following the teacher's instructions</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data analysis

This study followed a quantitative method design, and a statistical analysis was conducted by using SPSS. Paired-t test has been used to determine significant differences of students' scores (performance) and between applying two different teaching methods (i.e. online and face-to-face classes). Means and standard deviations were computed for both semesters, and all hypotheses were tested at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level (Sekaran, 2006).

Results

The collected data is analyzed by SPSS to compare differences between students' performance on online method and traditional method. T-test has been conducted since is appropriate when we want to compare means of two samples (Shahid & Shaikh, 2019). Table 2 shows a significant difference in the online students' scores and the traditional students' scores.

Table 2 Results of analysis between mean scores of online and traditional methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching Method</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>71.5263</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>18.57015</td>
<td>3.01248</td>
<td>.970</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>80.3158</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>14.85262</td>
<td>2.40941</td>
<td>.970</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 provides the mean scores of examined variables, which are traditional class vs. online class. It has revealed that mean differences between online and traditional were significant. The paired-t test illustrated that there is a statistically significant difference ($p < 0.000$) between the online and traditional evaluation mean scores. The difference between the two means indicated an increase of 8.78 in student ratings in the online method. Online evaluations produce essentially greater quantitative scores as those administered in class. Findings conclude that those students who were taught in the classroom scored lower than the ones who were taught through online due to the $p$ value is 0.000 (see table 2) which is less than 0.05. Thus, we can conclude that online as a teaching method can affect the academic grades/scores of students’ high performance.
Discussion

It has been found that online teaching method has a positive effect on students’ performance in comparison with face-to-face classes. Means between the two courses were statistically different in favor of the distance learning process which means that when students participated in the online class score highly academic performance rather than participated in the traditional class. Although, the results consist with literature (e.g. Shahid & Shaikh, 2019; Hussain & Al-Ghoul 2015; Means, et al., 2010), several studies show equal or no differences when comparing virtual and face-to-face instructional methods (see Wrenn, 2015; and Block, et al., 2008). On the other hand, some research found that students who enrolled in traditional classes received higher grades than who participated on online sections (e.g. Hurlbut, 2018; and Demirci, 2007). Indeed, any instructional format has its own strengths and weaknesses (Wuensch et al., 2008). Furthermore, Baradwaj & Pal (2011) sustained that teaching methods work effectively particularly if they suit learners’ needs since every student interprets and responds to questions differently in a unique way.

The study conclusions have emphasized on the importance of distance education as it provides learning for students within emergency cases such as spread of diseases and epidemics like Covid 19. This study conducted on 2020 during this virus spread all over the world. This emergency case prompted educational institutions to move to such method. This quick switch leads Jordanian Ministry of Education to take an advance step to establish platforms for students to complete the learning process in such difficult situation. They organize teaching materials and resources to be suitable for content and format distance learning; nevertheless, we have to take into consideration the limited time that the ministry had to face, and comply with it.

However, there are many reasons to justify the findings of this study. First of all, the awareness of Jordanian ministry of education, and the capabilities of it staff, despite of its difficult conditions, to move quickly into safe environment, which is through online. They guarantee the awareness of those who are in charge of the educational process like teachers, students and parents to take the responsibility of learning.

Secondly, learning process requires a sense of self-directed learning (Song & Hill, 2007). Hence, students feel more responsible about their learning and with the help of experienced teacher, who provide for them the appropriate material, to let them see and do through internet that motivate them and encourage them to perform better. In this study, teachers interact with students through WhatsApp, Facebook, and Noorspace platforms to provide students with visual materials such as videos, tapes, and makes art crafts online. In addition, they used many programs in the internet such as Google translate and YouTube to facilitate the learning process and motive students. Therefore, the awareness of teachers in using technology was a crucial reason.

Besides, teaching materials are essential, teachers were familiar with online tools, and provided different techniques like images, Videos, power point presentations, mini-lecture recordings using computer software to record video and audio. And learners were asked to create video or audio materials. They make learning more pleasant to the students because they offer a reality of experience, which stimulates self-activity and imagination on the part of the students.
Furthermore, motivation is one of the factors that influence success or failure in learning a language, particularly a second language or foreign language. In this study teachers encouraged and supported students using several forms of motivation. They were responding quickly to the students’ questions within 24 hours which encourages focus and commitment and the student senses that someone ‘cares’. Also, they provided timely feedback on assignments which gave them an opportunity to make connection with students. Moreover, teachers included constructive and personalized feedback on students' assignments which sends a message that students’ learning has priority. So, the effective communication between teachers and students was excellent.

Finally, the home environment has a part to play in these results. Once covid-19 has attacked the country, and the education ministry has responded quickly to transfer education to online, parents have felt that they were responsible to be close with their children. In particular, private and public sectors have suspended the work in their places. Thus, parents had a penalty of time to take care of their kids. Therefore, parents’ support role cannot be ignored.

In general, even though many studies have arrived into similar results, each country has its own context. Further, online performance has been impacted by students and teachers’ abilities, but other conditions have affected it such as families and the government. Thus, Jordanian students have performed better once online is in place and their environment has supported them.

**Limitation**

The study has several limitations. Firstly, the sample size was selected from only one primary school. Ideally, a higher participation rate from several schools would have more robust evidence. Secondly, the sample of the study was limited to one group because the quick transfer for all educational institutions from face to face learning to online learning according to the spread of Covid 19, this switch limits the researcher to choose one group as a sample. So, researchers should explore within two groups experiment and control groups. Thirdly, due to this sudden transfer, the present study did not control the appropriateness of the material taught online since the time of switching to online was critical. Future research needs to be conducted to measure the quality of the material that suitable to distance education. Fourthly, traditional and online classes have different materials and exams which could have caused biased results. Further research should be held on the same materials, exams and time too. Fifthly, the courses also differed in the resources provided to students. The authors believe that the students in the online class were provided vary mechanisms to learn while the traditional course basically utilized lecture and discussion formats only. Future research should explore this issue to eliminate any bias and for deeper knowledge. Sixthly, one teacher taught the same sample using traditional and online methods, but to predict an accurate picture of the academic performance of students, future studies must consider the impact of different instructors. Another limitation of this study, it focused on elementary school, high school, and universities should be explored to know the difference across such levels. However, it would be interesting to explore other domains such as mathematics, science, and social science to compare results of the students' performance on the efficacy of the different methods of teaching.
Conclusion

The research found that there is a difference between face-to-face and online classes on students' performance. Students who enrolled in the online English subject class generally received higher grades scores than traditional class. However, we still have a lack of studies regarding appropriate teaching methods that enhance students' performance.

Although an online class offers an effective learning alternative, we should recognize that online learning has its unique advantages and disadvantages. In curriculum design, we need to consider how to exploit and integrate the comparative advantages of different modes of instruction to specific courses by offering not only fully face-to-face, nor online but also hybrid classes to overcome the constraints of time, place, and resources. We can utilize technologies such as social media and internet to engage students in order to develop their confidence and improve their cognitive and creative skills in academic sectors. Future researchers are advised to take diverse sample to examine the effects of using distance education in academic context on wider scale.
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